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ABSTRACT
Conducting an efective literature review is an essential step in all scientific work. However, the process
is dificult, particularly for interdisciplinary work. Here, we articulate a key avenue for improvement for
literature review tools: supporting the appropriate unit of interaction, which we argue is a “grounded
claim”, a concise statement linked to key contextual details such as evidence. However, there are
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significant cognitive and interaction costs in creating them. We share insights from our development
of a prototype literature review tool, the Knowledge Compressor, that aims to lower these costs.
INTRODUCTION
To advance knowledge scientists must order what is currently known and unknown about research
problems [10]. This synthesis typically manifests as the challenging task of literature reviewing.
Conducting efective literature reviews is challenging: beginning researchers ofen struggle to distill
and organize key claims from papers [5], and experienced researchers ofen avoid conducting, updating,
and publishing literature reviews, due to the imbalance of returns on the amount of time and efort
needed [10]. How can we make literature reviewing less painful and more commonplace?
PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Researchers need to work with grounded claims

Figure 1: An example of a claim that is
grounded with diferent kinds of context:
a key figure as evidence, corroboration
by other related claims, and information
about the provenance of the claim.

Many commercial (e.g., Mendeley, Zotero) and research literature review tools [11, 21] explicitly
or implicitly assume that the paper is the unit of interaction. Functioning like “iTunes for papers”,
researchers import papers, reason about relationships between papers (e.g., with tags, stars, citation
links), annotate papers, and export papers as citations in writen literature reviews. But is the paper
the right unit of interaction for literature reviewing tools?
We argue that systems should enable researchers to work directly with grounded claims. Grounded
claims are concise statements grounded in context that helps a user understand, interpret, judge, and
use a claim (see Fig. 1). For example, a claim might be contextualized by its evidence, such as a key
figure or experiment details, or related claims that corroborate, oppose, or clarify a focal claim. The
provenance of a claim, such as its source collaboration networks, institutional dynamics, and prestige,
can be important context for understanding its validity and impact [7]. Our idea for grounded claims
is rooted in models of scientific argumentation that also specify a scientific statement, linked to
evidence, as a basic unit of scientific discourse [8, 9, 16].
To see why researchers need to be able to work with grounded claims, not just papers, it is helpful
to understand that sensemaking [14] is a core subtask of literature reviewing [21]. In the conceptual
language of sensemaking theory [14], researchers search for a new representation (i.e., conceptual
model, theory, or argument) that is based on existing ideas in the literature to guide their subsequent
research. Importantly, the process of searching for these representations is highly iterative, involving
multiple shifs in mental representations supported by reinterpretations of data [14]. For example,
a researcher atempting to prototype a system supporting scientists’ paper reading behavior might
need to reconcile conflicting claims on how scientists read, with some claim that people frequently
read through whole documents, and others claim that scientists primarily read specific fragments of
articles. The researcher may need to dig into the contextual details of evidence to consider whether

these contradictory findings might be explained by research methods, user populations, or user goals
(i.e., what the scientists are reading for, such as discovering a new research area or writing an article).
The preceding example illustrates a key point from CSCW research on knowledge reuse: knowledge
items must be identified and evaluated, but also be recontextualized in order to be reused efectively [1].
The lack of support for navigating de/recontextualization with grounded claims in existing systems
may not be a critical barrier to scientific progress within disciplinary boundaries, where researchers
are able to hold more information in memory as they gain expertise. However, there may still be
room for substantial eficiency gains that can reduce the overhead of doing research. Research
on sensemaking demonstrates that even small changes in the cost structure of individual access
actions can have compounding efects on eficiency [13], which can impact downstream sensemaking,
such as the degree to which researchers explore diferent ways of understanding existing findings
and what research should be done next. Further, providing direct support for reuse is likely to
be important for interdisciplinary, collaborative, and distributed research, which are increasingly
becoming predominant forms of research [18, 19].
Eficiently creating grounded claims is challenging

Figure 2: Four example grounded claims
on Knowledge Compressor’s claim canvas. The focal claim (A) is explicitly connected to a claim from another study
that closely replicates it (B), and implicitly connected to a similar (but not exactly alike) claim (C). Another claim about
the amount of reading scientists must do
(D) suggests a potential explanation for
scientists’ reading behaviors. Clicking on
a "min/max" buton on the context segments toggles whether they are expanded
or collapsed (E). If the user needs more information, there is a direct link (F) back to
the location surrounding the claim.

1 An

example usage of the Knowledge Compressor is in htps://vimeo.com/354474886.

As noted, literature review tools largely do not support working with grounded claims. Instead,
researchers adapt other tools to approximate the ability to work with grounded claims, such as
spreadsheets and text editors [20], and qualitative analysis sofware [3]. Some research systems have
been proposed, such as “micropublications” [6] in bioinformatics, but uptake has been limited.
We assert that the central challenge to enabling grounded claims is the cost structure [14] of creating
them. CSCW studies of knowledge reuse describe the cognitive costs of deciding in advance what
details need to be retained as context for future reuse [2], with costly consequences for downstream
task performance if a premature and inaccurate decision is made early on [15]. Also, systems that
require high amounts of precision for specifying context during sensemaking may impose unnecessary
interaction costs [4, 15].
THE KNOWLEDGE COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
To address these challenges, we are prototyping the Knowledge Compressor1 , a claim-oriented
lit-reviewing system that enables users to create and work with grounded claims (not just papers) as
a unit of interaction. In Knowledge Compressor, claims can be grounded by two kinds of context: 1)
evidence: claims can be easily linked to one or more "segments" of a source PDF document (e.g., table,
figure, methods details, quote) (see Fig. 3) and 2) related claims: claims can be connected (either with
explicit links, or implicitly, by spatial proximity) to other claims on our claim canvas, which operates
similarly to argument diagramming and modeling sofware (e.g., [17]; see Fig. 2).

Figure 3: Users create claims by selecting
a segment of the source document in the
reading pane and writing a (re)description
of the associated claim.

At the heart of Knowledge Compressor is the "flexible compression" mechanism for lowering
the cognitive and interaction costs of creating grounded claims. We deliberately designed the flexible
compression to work similarily to conventional annotation, to reduce the cost of learning a new
interface: users selecting a segment of a PDF document and typing a note in a text box to associate to
that segment (see Fig. 3). Unlike conventional annotation, however, these segments are flexible, and
can be adjusted/expanded by the reuser, because they are “live slices” of the source PDF (powered
by a pdfjs React component) (see Fig. 4). Reusers can also link directly back to the source document
in the reading pane from the segment, if even more context is needed. The flexibility of the context
segment eases both the cognitive costs of deciding precisely which parts of the document count as
context, and the interaction costs of precisely specifying contextual details, since the context can be
adjusted more naturally by the reuser during the recontextualization step of knowledge reuse.
Example Usage
To illustrate the potential value of Knowledge Compressor, we return to our earlier example of the
researcher atempting to reconcile conflicting findings about scientists’ reading behavior. In a typical
setup, such as a combination of notes in MS Word and papers in Zotero, the researcher would need to
track back the paper citations, open up each source PDF, and read again to locate the context - one
claim at a time. Alternatively, they might need to create a new spreadsheet in MS Excel and record
these contextual details for each claim, or modify their notes accordingly.
In contrast, if the claims were captured as grounded claims in Knowledge Compressor, they could
explore diferent hypotheses by toggling the adjustable/expandable context segments for the claims,
in a spatial layout, all at once. With a few scrolls from the context segments, they could quickly notice
diferences in contextual details that may explain the contradiction, such as whether the claim comes
from observational studies or self-reported surveys, or variations in research expertise (number of
years in conducting research). These contextual details drive them to the design decision of optimizing
scientific reading through personalisation, such as highlighting diferent sections for diferent users.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 4: Users can adjust “flexibly compressed” context segments. For example,
a user can scroll up in the segment to
note that evidence for this claim comes
from interviews (see the yellow highlight)
and reason about reliability/diversity of
evidence, or extract more details about
which sections tend to be read for what
kinds of tasks to inform design of a system that highlights specific sections for
specific tasks.

We plan to conduct systematic evaluations of how creating grounded claims could change the cost
structure, including controlled experiments against conventional annotation, measuring the cognitive
load, response time, and number of behavioral signals (e.g. clicks, re-writes, re-selections). We also
plan to explore other techniques to easing the cost structure, including automatic identification of
specific candidate contexts (e.g., participant details, measures, parameters) to atach to claims, and
intelligent text input [12] to further speed up and ease the process of redescribing key claims.
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